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and Students

" Can the University be thought of as a community of

professors and students? " In discuss ne this question, I

should like first to describe the Uni versity of Paris from

the viewpoint of relations between professors and students,

as it appears to anyone who is at all familiar with it: and

then to present briefly my own opinions on this sub ject -

opinions whi ch, I think, are shared by a large part of the

French students whom I am supposed to represent here,

It will perhaps be well to begin by assigning to this

word community a meaning sufficiently precise to avoid any

ambiguity in the ideas which I shall express, 1 might define

a community summarily as a group of individuals whieh creates

among its members or classes of menbers а sort of original

relation peculiar to itself; the individuals belonging to

this group being bearers of certain characteristic values,

conscious of that fact, and conscious Of an obligation to

preserve them, - conscious also of having a distinctive task

to accomplish within a larger community. I propose to show,

first of all, that neither the University of Paris nor any
one of the Faculties of which it is composed corresponds in

the slightest degree to such a definition,

4 stroll through the Sorbonne provides convincing evi-

dence of this fact. The venerable building which houses the

Faculty of Letters and the Ficulty of Sciences of the Univer-

sity of Paris is open to all comers, You may enter it any -

where, you may stroll through it, you may even attend classes



without anyone pa ing the slightest attention to ÿour presence,

Its corridors are streets which have the advantage of being

sheltered from the rain; its courtyard is a public square which

all may enter, No one knows anyone else; or rather, everyone

Knows everyone else, but only as people who take the 'bus every

morning at the same hour know each other. Nothing in the appear-

ance of these halls suggests that they are the home of a genuine

communi ty, self-contained ang proud of itself. And this appear-

ance is not deceptive: the organlsation and the funetionning of

instruction at the Sorbonne, its general spirit, if indeed such

a thing exists, correspond perfectly O this appearance, The

teaching is specialised to the highest degree, Each professor

gives, during the year, a Course on a very narrow quest ion; for

the rest, the student is left to his own resources. More often

than not, he docs not even attend courses, but works alone. He

ma Kes the acquaintance of his Professors the day of the exami-

nation. Sometimes he has read the books they have written. In

the vast majority of cases, students and professors are total

strangers to one another, The student of philosophy is aware of

only one point in common between him and the professor of philo-

sophy - that they are both soncornad vith philosophy. But bet-

ween himself and the professor of history he is aware of no sort

of relation whatever. The same is true in the other direction,

r

The professor gives his course, assigns grades te the disserta-

tions of the students when they write any, and asks questions in

the examinations. But the thought never occurs to him that the

intellectual life of the students and his own have anything to

do with each other, The same is true as regards relations among

students, Aside from relations of eomTadechip or friendship, there

toie
rare no common ties among them of any sort. Indeed, 1+ 18 har
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see how it could be otherwise, lore than ten thousand students

are registered at the Sorbonne, lost of them have no other pur-

pose than to acquire the knowledge necessary to pass certain

examinations. Membership in this or that Faculty is for them a

purely temporary social situation, which scarcely involves their

personality. As for the professors, they conscientiously prac-

tice their trade, but without regarding their function other-

wise than as a trade which leaves them sufficient leisure to

carry on in peace thelr personal labours.

m

Thus, for some students, the University is a halting

place where it is sometimes pleasant to linger a while, when

the посева $865 oi diva, leave one free to do so, because it

is mot particularly disagreeable, because one learns all sorts

of things there, reads all sorts of books, meets all sorts of

people. It is a sort of intellectual excursion to which one

devotes a few years of vous, but nothing mora, For the others,

those who remain and become professors ( they are not always

the best, if we are to believe the philosopher Alain, who says

somewhere that " professors are only the residue left when the

gifted have passed on " . ani as he is one himself, this cruel

dictum has a certain weight ), most of them see in the Univer-

sity merely an nonourable career which confers on th em a cer-

tain social standing and which, above all, leaves them all the

leisure they wish for the carrying on. of Work of their own if

they have some creative ability. For the best of the professors,

the University is a milieu favourable to the free exercise of

intellectual activity. The idea of considering it as a community

hardly occurs to them. This total absence of internal cohesion

which characterises the French university is not without its

advantages, As no sort of common thought anima tes its members,

there is entire liberty, All forms of ideas, opinions, sentimentW
w



and temperaments can be and are represented there. No sort. of

pressure is exerted on the intellectual life of the students.

Certain currents of thought prevail, inevitably. But each ine

dividual is free to revolt against them. The spirit of conform-

ity is practically unknown, The sharpest criticism of the Uni-

versity comes from the University itself, witness the dictum of3 eelt,

Ala in which I have cited. Zach member of the Uni versity feels

himself so much a stranger to the others that the attacks di-

recited against it leave him indifferent. sectarianism is un -

There are, however, .sone except ions: Within the

of Letters there exist certain rather closely uni ted groups

where. there is much greater cohesion than in the Facul ty as

a whole. These are groups which are concernedwith hichly spe-

cialised questions and whi ch have a sort of monopol

a} h 3 м iD JT Ni “Ad I nm X h 1 N à + | م à y Ÿ IM REsubjects, Here the, professors know their students, direct

thelr successors, Professors and students are bound by vary close
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tive workshons than genuine communities. The same is true as re-| a
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Une only of the branches of the University presents the

character of a genuine community: the Faculty of Medicine, That

institution exercises a real monopoly over medicine in Trance.

Not only have all who practice medicine passed through it, but

the élite of French doctors is composed of the professors of

the Faculty. Outside of the Faculty there is no salvation, el-

ther for the doctor or for the patient, Although rivalries bet-

ween doctors reach a dégree of intensity rarely seen elsewhere,

and although each student who wishes to succeed must attach him-

Self to a "patron! who will delend him with all his influence

against the favourite of dnother "patron", the medi cal comu =

nity is very coherent and very conscious of its privilasges,

Its pride is no slight thing, nor its scorn for whatever ap-

pears to deviats fron i%, It hates ‘with a fierce hatred the

homeopathic medical group, which opposes it with all its force

and bravely contests its monopoly. The very existence of this

sort of anti-Faculty shows to what a degree the Faculty forms

a coherent group. But this is only an except ion; and the at-زب

tachment of the members of the Faculty of Medicine to its pri-

vileges is porhaps not always unmixed with motives of personal

in terest.

This summary description auffices, I think, to show how

far the idea of community in the University is foreign to the

professors as a whole and to the students, and how little the

Univarsity of Paris exhibits the charactdristicsof a commu-

nity, L should lixe now to consider, by a brief analvale of the

e
+"

tems of the question, whether it is desirable that a university
,

should take the formof a community, and whether this idea is

compatible with the peculiar na ture ofhigher education.

The function of higher education may be thought of in



three ways, or rather has three aspects. The student may, in

the first place, attend the university to acquire a technique,

in the broad sense of the term. In that case, tho whole quest-

ion 13 onc of means and of ends. It is assumed that agreement

has been reached regarding a purpose to be achicved, and that

the student's task is to learn what arc the best means for a=-

chieving that purpose, The r8lc of thc professor will be to

give him the knowledge of those means. The Knowledge of the

laws is the means to do Justice, The studont who wishes. to bee

come a judge will go to the Faculty of Law to learn these laws.

if you wishto construct a machine, it is nccessary t know the

laws of mochanics. The professors of mechanics know these laws,

and thelr function is to teach them, The problem is merely one

of transmitting knowledgc, All that is necessary is for the pro-

a

105301 to transmit it well and for the student to scquire it well,

For that, no community is necessary. Apart from this transmission

of knowledge, the professor and the student may havo nothing to do

+with onc another, There is no common idea to share and no common

task to perform, But this form of teaching is rather rare in the

university, or at least so onc would like to believe,

More often, instruction assumos the scicntifie, aspect. Hero

the problem is no longer meroly the transmission of knowledge, but

4the construction of knowledge. As tharo is a common work to carry

Out, and as sciontific work is, morcover, by its very nature col-

lective work, it seems that a community is not only possible, but

necessary. Individual values. seem necessarily subordinated here to

group values. 11 the university bc considered as a collectivity of

a
Irmen of science, who have assumed the task of constructing thc sys-

tom of human knowledge, it is permissible to conceive of it as a

genuine community, within which the rélation of master to disciple

may be of a particularly fruitful sort. Indeed, just as permanent



and intimate contact with the thought of the master - not with

his dead thought, consigned to formulas, but with his active

thought, groping and seeking its path - can alone give the

disciple. the real scientific spirit and initiate him really in-

a

to the secrets of research, so the presence of an active, eri-

tical, resisting youth within the collectivity is calculated To

make it a living thing and to prevent it from becoming a eagle,

having its pass-words and falling asleep in an atmosphere of ste-

rile ideas, Ho one doubts all this, má I apologises for repeat-

ing such obvious truths, But that doss not solve the problem,

What place should be assigned to science, or rather to the scien-

tific attitude, within the university group? In other words,

what place should be assigned to it in intellectual activity as

a whole? Looking at it from another angle, why is it that the

scientific colisctivity is a genuine community? Wat are the pe-

culiar 781139 whioh give to that gollsetlvity a truly human mean-

for France in particular, an histo-ing? These questions have,

rical significance, In the eyes of the French thinkers of the

late 19th century, science se:med to include by right all fields

of intellectual activity. The university was thorefore conceived

by them as a community of men of science entrusted with the prc-

servation of tho higher human values and destined to oecupy a

_ dominant place in the national community. Indeed, science was

not only to furnish the key to all speculative problems, but was
1

also rogarded as alone capable of. supplying a.rational solution

for practical problems, The inadequacy of such a viewpoint is

now too universally— for me to havs to labour the -point

If science be sunmarlily defined as the regressive investigation

of The conditions of a given conditioned phenomenon, 1% is clean

enough that it cannot reach any sort of absolute, At most, it
+



may, at certain moments of its history, offer us certain illu-

sions of the absolute, as was thc case with physics at the end

of the 19th century, when it seemed, by the success of the ato-

mic theory and the hypothesis of the ether, to have rcached the

ultimate explanation of phenomena,

Applied rigorously to the humanities, the scientific me-,

thod has led to the results which might have been expected. The

historical analysis of the genesis of a poem results in the: ac-

cumulation of documents which teach us nothing as to its funda-

mental unity and its individual essence, and which arc even li-

kely to prevent us from seeing the poem, Tho scientific study of

a period of history confuses all thc ideas which we may have had

on the subject and by no means enables us to understand its real

significance in the evolution of a nation as a whole,

Thus, if science and thc scientific attitude ought to have

even as regards thea sufficiently large place in a university,

study of human facts, it cannot be rogarded as coextensive with

intellectual activity, and the university cannot therefore have

as its solc task thc construction of science, If it is a commu-

nity, it will not be merely a community of scientists, And this

brings us to speak of the third aspect of university teaching,

the most important in my opinion: the maintenance and preserva-

tion of culture,

The word is vague, and lends itself to a host of inter.

pretations, I shall use the term culture to mean the adequate
: —

 

knowledge of human nature, the investigation of the absolute u-

nity of the spirit, reasscrting itself in the infinite variety

of its works, in spitc of or rather thanks to the essential ori-

ginality of each. of them, If, then, the university has as its

function the development and the maintenance of such a culture,



should it be a community? Should culture and community bc assi

milated? For my part,

is an cssoentially personal work which presupvsoses an absolute

freedom, It is of the order of individual values, not of group

values, Not that contact with others should be systomatically

avoidad: quite the contrary. The dialogue is perhaps, as Plato

thought, the true form of thought, But the dialogue is an op-

[ do not think so. Culture, Lin ny opinion,

osition and not a communion. Thus if the university should В:
3

a community that is true only in the sense that it makes dia-
Jj J

as à place where the young could convorse with maturc men, а

milisu favouring personal contacts. 1 should want it familiar

and somowhat indifferent, but not at all exclusive, and wi-

1 واعجوا his 5 ل ATA هج es a Ee aan Aa
thout pride. ind I ronder whether this Sorbonne, which I des

lace, docs not cor.




